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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our research on detecting, tracking, and predicting

events from multiple news streams. We also analyze the temporal publishing

patterns of newswires and their timeliness in reporting the events.

We focus on news documents published by several newswires (e.g., BBC,

CBC, CNN) on different platforms (e.g., Twitter, RSS news portals, and news

websites). We first present an approach based on dynamic topic modeling and

Hidden Markov Model for event detection and tracking. Then, we predict the

events that would persist in the next time slices, which can be important for

forecasting facts that would be popular in the future.

We leverage event detection for clustering news documents according to the

events they describe. This allows us to determine which newswires published

news about the same events and to analyze their temporal ordering in reporting

events. Finally, we propose two scoring functions for ranking the newswires

based on their timeliness in publishing news.

We tested our methodologies on different collections of news articles and

tweets. Moreover, we built our own collection of heterogeneous news documents

with event-document labels which were manually assessed using crowdsourcing.
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1. Introduction

News mining has recently attracted a lot of attention for event detection

and tracking [21, 27], discovering novel stories [30], linking news articles to

social-media posts [38], analyzing newswires’ publishing patterns [15, 25], and

detecting untrusted sources of news [48]. In this paper, we present approaches5

for mining events from multiple news streams, tracking their evolution over

time, and finding those events that would persist in the future. We also cluster

news documents based on the events they describe for cross-linking the news

streams and analyzing their temporal relationships.

We focused on heterogeneous news streams. For us a news stream represents10

a sequence of news documents published by a news channel (e.g., BBC, CNN)

on a platform (e.g., Twitter, RSS news portals, and news websites). Tweets,

RSS feeds, and news articles published by the same news channel are considered

as three separate streams and we refer to each of them with its channel name

and publishing platform (e.g., cnntwt, cnnrss, and cnnnews). Hence, we denote15

with news document a tweet, an RSS feed, or a web article and with event a

set of keywords that describe a specific fact appearing in a news document plus

the time when it has happened.

Our research is motivated by the fact that millions of news are daily pub-

lished online by different newswires using heterogeneous platforms. This huge20

amount of information is overwhelming for the users who would like to filter

interesting news and, for example, be updated only on the evolution of some

specific stories. Also, for news professionals and journalists, it is always more

difficult to keep pace with the streams of information in order to early discover

popular events which could be examined in depth or reported on the national25

newscast. One of the main challenges in event mining from news streams is to

group news documents published by different channels that are about a same
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event, such as earthquake in Japan or Obama visit to Castro. Traditional clus-

tering approaches [15, 24] may help to divide the news documents into broad

categories, but they fail in capturing low-level granularity details (e.g., crisp30

events which happened in a narrow time window). In particular, grouping news

into broad topic clusters may result in large sets of documents describing related

but distinct events.

Our work is related to the research area of Topic Detection and Tracking

(TDT) which includes several tasks ranging from event segmentation of news35

streams to novel-event detection and event tracking. Most of the research has

focused on extracting events from news [11, 16, 19], clustering news based on

the events they describe [12], and on detecting events from tweets [21, 30, 31,

32, 35, 36]. These approaches have considered only one single stream of text,

while we take into account multiple streams of news. This is important for40

two reasons: (1) to see which events were reported by most of the newswires

(e.g., some events are world-wide newsworthy, others are reported only by local

channels) and (2) to analyze the newswires’ temporal ordering in reporting the

events (e.g., which newswire reported an event before the others and on which

platform). The only work that has already considered multiple news streams45

was the one by Gwadera and Crestani in [15] although with some limitations

since they considered only one type of document (RSS feeds) and used a sim-

ple unsupervised clustering approach. We try to overcome these limitations

by taking into account different types of documents (news articles, RSS news

feeds, and tweets) and presenting a technique based on discrete dynamic topic50

modeling for discovering and tracking topics (events). We then leverage the

event keywords for dividing the news documents into corresponding event clus-

ters and providing a semantic interpretation of them. Finally, we analyze the

temporal publishing patterns among different news streams and introduce two

novel scoring functions for ranking them based on their timeliness.55

Our research contributions can be summarised in (1) a discrete and dy-

namic topic modeling approach for detecting, tracking, and predicting events,

(2) a topic-based clustering of news documents, (3) an analysis of the temporal
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publishing patterns among news streams, and (4) a collection of heterogeneous

news streams where news documents are labeled at the level of fine-granularity60

events using the crowdsourcing platform named CrowdFlower.

This journal is an extended version of [25], and the novel contributions are

as follows:

• we provide a detailed literature review on event detection and tracking and

a complete background on topic modeling and on dynamic topic modeling;65

• we present a system for predicting persisting events whose performance

was tested on a collection of heterogeneous news documents;

• we describe in detail the process for collecting and labeling the heteroge-

neous news documents. In particular, how we monitored different newswires

on different platforms, our approach for automatic creating the event la-70

bels, and how we performed the evaluation in CrowdFlower. This col-

lection of heterogenous news documents was important for testing our

methodologies on different news streams;

• we present further experiments for testing the ability of our model to

recognize novel topics quickly as well as to detect and track events over75

time. We used different datasets: (1) a collection made of news and blog

articles, (2) a collection of tweets on innovation and technology, and (3) our

own collection of news documents gathered from different news channels

and platforms.

The paper is structured as follows: we review related work in Section 2 and80

provide the background on topic models in Section 3. Section 4 presents our

methodology for event detection and tracking and, Section 5, for predicting

persisting events. In Section 6 we show how to cluster news documents based

on the events and to cross-link news streams. Section 7 presents techniques

for mining temporal publishing patterns and for ranking the news channels85

according to their timeliness in reporting events. In Section 8, we describe

our collection of heterogeneous news streams and our effort for labeling news
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documents based on fine-granularity events. We report the experimental results

in Section 9. Finally, Section 10 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work90

2.1. Event Detection in News Documents

Event detection consists in extracting events from news documents and orga-

nizing these documents by the events they report. The approaches for detecting

events can be divided into two broad categories: document- or feature-pivot ap-

proaches. Early works on event detection belong to the first category since the95

documents are clustered based on their content, then the event-based features

are extracted from the clusters [1, 8, 45, 46, 47]. The second category is related

to all those techniques where the news streams are analyzed with the purpose

of discovering hidden features and then such features are clustered in order to

identify the events [11, 12, 16, 19, 44]. We focus our literature review more on100

the feature-pivot approaches since our methodology is more similar to them as it

first extracts event features and then clusters the news documents according to

them. A pioneer work was conducted by Kleinberg et al. [19]. They proposed an

approach for finding frequent patterns based on an infinite-state automation to

model the changes in the word frequency, state transitions, and events. First, a105

set of related bursty features with similar frequency distributions are retrieved.

Then, documents related to the bursty features are extracted and clustered into

a hierarchy of events. Fung et al. [12] proposed to monitor unigrams and sta-

tistically model their frequency with a binomial distribution. The events are

detected by maximizing the co-occurrences of bursty-frequency words among110

the documents, while the event timestamp is determined based on the periods

of the features. In a further work, the authors applied such methodology to

retrieve the documents that are about the same event and then organize them

in a time-based hierarchy [11].

Other works treated features as signals that can be monitored over time [16,115

44]. In [16], the authors proposed to extract bursty features applying the Dis-
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crete Fourier Transformation (DFT). A signal for each feature is built using

document frequency-inverse document frequency (df x idf ) scheme along with

the time domain. The signal is then transformed from the time domain into the

frequency domain by DFT, and a spike in the frequency domain indicates a cor-120

responding high-frequency signal source. Similar to [12], the bursty features are

grouped into events by considering both feature co-occurrences and their distri-

butions in the time domain. Weng and Lee [44] developed an approach based

on wavelet analysis which provides measurements regarding how signals change

over time. More in details, a signal is created for each individual word, then125

wavelet transformation is used to measure the energy of words. Only words with

high energies are retained as event features, and the similarity between pairs of

events is measured by cross-correlation. Using cross-correlation as a similarity

measure may lead to results consisting of several distinct events which happened

at the same period of time just by coincidence. Moreover, these approaches suf-130

fer from the scalability problem since the extraction of bursty features based

on statistics may result in a prohibitive number of features, especially if un-

igrams are used. Also, the application of DFT or wavelet transformation is

computationally expensive.

2.2. Event Detection in Twitter135

Detecting events from tweets is even more challenging since traditional ap-

proaches developed for formal text, such as news articles, cannot be applied

to tweets given their short and noisy nature. One of the main challenges in

Twitter is discriminating the newsworthy events from mundane events (e.g.,

celebrities’ status updates) [5, 31]. We did not do such a discrimination since140

we only monitored tweets published by news channels, hence we assume that all

their tweets are newsworthy; rather we analyze the tweets to detect real-world

events and divide tweets into clusters based on the events they describe. A

similar problem was addressed by Petrovic et al. [30] who applied locality sensi-

tive hashing (LSH) to measure the similarity among tweets and group together145

tweets representing the same events.
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Other works are based on detecting crime or disasters from tweets using pre-

defined keywords as queries (e.g., “earthquake” or “shaking”) [22, 36]. Similarly,

Popescu et al. [32] proposed an approach for finding tweets that contain a spe-

cific named entity and then applied machine learning to predict whether or not150

the tweets constitute an event regarding the entity. These approaches rely on a

predefined list of keywords or named entities, while Ritter et al. [35] presented

an open-domain approach that does not need annotated data. They applied

latent-variable models to discover the event types which are then used to clas-

sify and aggregate the events. In a similar way, Li et al. presented Twevent [21]155

which clusters tweets plus provides a semantic-meaningful description of the

clusters. Their system extracts semantic phrases from tweets (segments) and

detects bursty segments which represent the events. These segments are then

clustered based on their frequency distribution and content similarity. Finally,

Wikipedia is used to check the realistic events and to derive the most newswor-160

thy segments that can be used to describe the events.

2.3. Analysis of News Streams

So far, most of the research works have focused on one single stream of news,

and only a few of them have taken into account multiple streams. For example,

Wang et al. [42] proposed a topic mining approach for discovering common top-165

ics from multiple textual streams. In a following work [43], they also presented

a technique for reducing the asynchronism among the streams by exploring the

correlation across them. Their approach consists of two alternate steps: (i) ex-

tracting the common topics, (ii) adjusting the timestamps, leveraging the tem-

poral distribution of the discovered topics. This mutual-reinforcement process170

reduces the asynchronism among streams. Differently from their work, we do

not aim at reducing the asynchronicity, we rather want to exploit it to analyze

if there exist temporal publishing patterns among the news streams.

Del Corso et al. [9] tackled the problem of ranking the news articles and

news sources based on their decay of freshness and priority ranking, respectively.175

Gwadera and Crestani [15] presented an approach for mining and ranking the
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streams of news using cross-stream sequential patterns and content similarity.

They monitored RSS news feeds coming from different channels and applied a

simple streaming clustering technique to divide the stories based on the events.

In this paper, we present a more effective approach for discovering and tracking180

events based on dynamic topic modeling. This allows to chain events over the

timeline and, more importantly, to have semantic-meaningful descriptions of

event-based clusters of news documents. Furthermore, we present a timeliness

analysis of the news streams based on two ranking scores.

2.4. Topic Models185

Understanding natural-language text is easy for people, who can get the

meaning of words based on their context, but not for machines. Probabilistic

topic models are trained on large text corpora (e.g., Wikipedia pages or news

articles) and are able to infer the latent topics discussed in these corpora. They

can capture the meaning of words by leveraging their co-occurrences. The first190

example of probabilistic topic model is the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). It

models the word similarity based on the idea that the words appearing in similar

contexts (i.e., the textual window around words) tend to have similar meanings.

The model builds a term-document co-occurrence matrix and applies the Sin-

gular Value Decomposition (SVD) on it to get a low-dimensional representation195

of the documents. A probabilistic version of LSA (pLSA) was proposed by

Hofmann [17], where observations are represented by the co-occurrences of the

words in the documents. The probability of each observation is modeled as a

mixture of conditionally independent multinomial distributions. Latent Dirich-

let Allocation (LDA) [7] is similar to pLSA but the topic distribution is assumed200

to have a Dirichlet prior, which results in a more reasonable mixture of topics

in a document, and each topic is characterized by a distribution over words.

Anyway, LDA has some limitations when working on temporal-ordered datasets

where the time can be used for better detecting the latent topics and for track-

ing their evolution over time. Temporal analysis can be applied after or before205

the topic extraction. In post-hoc temporal analysis, the topic model is fit with
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no reference of time, then documents are sorted by time, sliced into time slices

to examine the topic distributions in each of them [14]. This approach is very

simple and does not exploit the temporal information for improving the topical

discovery, while it would be better to pre-divide data into time slices to fit a210

separate topic model in each of them [3, 6, 40]. Given a sequential dataset sliced

up based on the timestamps, Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) [6] computes the

topics in each time slice and chains them over all the time slices to represent the

topical evolution. The continuous DTM (cDTM) relaxes the requirement that

time has to be discretized [40] to track topical changes even in short intervals215

of time. Although these models can capture the topical evolution, they rely on

the assumption that each topic is present over all the time slices. This does not

hold for highly-dynamic datasets where topics are constantly changing and may

have skips in the timeline.

3. Background220

3.1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Given a collection of M textual documents where each document has N

words, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7] discovers the K latent topics dis-

cussed in these documents. It is a probabilistic model which represents docu-

ments as mixtures of topics and the topics are defined as probability distribu-225

tions over words. The approach is based on a generative statistical model where

documents are generated sequentially (one word at a time). At each step, a topic

is selected from the per-document topic distribution, θ, which is parametrized

by the hyper-parameter α. Then, a word is picked from a multinomial distri-

bution of words, β, which is conditioned by the chosen topic. Using an analogy230

based on buckets, it is like having multiple buckets representing topics, and the

number of instances of each bucket depends on the topic distribution. Each

bucket contains topic-discriminative words, where the number of instances of a

word depends on the probability of the word to appear in documents relevant

to the corresponding topic. Words in the documents are generated by picking235
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a topic bucket and then extracting a word from it. Such process is repeated for

each word position.

The graphical model of LDA is reported in Figure 1(a), and its generative

process is as follows:

1. For each document d:240

1.1. Draw θd ∼ Dir(α)

1.2. For each word position n:

1.2.1. Choose a topic zd,n ∼ Multinomial(θd)

1.2.2. Choose a word wd,n ∼ Multinomial(β, zd,n)

Inverting the generative process, it is possible to infer from the observed245

words the latent topics discussed in the documents. Statistical inference tech-

niques, such as variational inference or Gibbs sampling, are employed to learn

the underlying topic distribution of each document as well as the word distri-

bution of each topic based on the word co-occurrences [13].

3.2. Dynamic Topic Models250

In sequential datasets where the documents are, for example, sorted by their

timestamps, LDA mixes co-occurrence patterns from documents belonging to

different temporal periods. As observed in [41], running LDA on a collection

of historical documents, it mixes the Mexican-American War (1846-1848) with

World War I (1914-1918) since it is unaware of the 70-year separation between255

them. The Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) [6] takes into account the ordering of

documents which is essential to better understand the underlying topics and to

track the topical evolution over time. As we can see from Figure 1(b), DTM

splits the sequential dataset into time slices, then it applies LDA to model the

topics in each of them. The hyper-parameter αi is estimated from the previous260

one, αi−1, to ensure that the topics of time slice ti evolve from the topics of ti−1.

While LDA draws the topic distributions, θ, from a Dirichlet distribution, DTM

uses a logistic normal with mean α to express uncertainty over proportions:

αt|αt−1 ∼ N (αt−1, δ
2I) (1)
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Figure 1: Graphical models of LDA (a), DTM (b), and dDTM-News (c). The plates (boxes)

represent replicates, e.g., the outer plate represents the M documents in the collection, while

the inner plate represents the N word positions in the document (the assumption is that

documents have same length). K is the number of latent topics and it is chosen by the user.

In DTM (b), the dataset is split into temporal slices and LDA is applied to each of them. Its

hyper-parameters αi and βi are estimated from the ones of the previous time slice (αi−1 and

βi−1) and the number of topics, K, is the same for all the time slices. Differently from DTM,

dDTM-News (c) uses a fixed α and the number of topics Ki changes with the time slice ti.

These topics are then chained based on their evolution with an approach based on Hidden

Markov Model.

The parameters are chained using a linear Kalman filter [18] over consecutive265

time slices. DTM also chains the parameters of the per-topic word distributions

in a state space model which evolves with a Gaussian noise:

βt,k|βt−1,k ∼ N (βt−1,k, σ
2I) (2)

where N is a logistic normal distribution and σ can be tuned to allow topic

variation over two subsequent time slices (i.e., low values correspond to small

variations).270

DTM is based on the assumption that each topic is present over all the time

slices which allows to model topics that evolve slowly over time (e.g., topics

discussed in scientific articles) [6]. Such assumption is not suitable for highly-

dynamic datasets (e.g., streams of tweets or news) where the topics constantly

change over time because they are triggered by external events, hence they275
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appear, then disappear, and may appear again after some time. Moreover, when

a topic suddenly emerges and disappears, DTM would not be able to identify it

since it captures only small changes in the topical evolution and would detect

only topics that persist over time. To overcome this limitation, we propose a

discretized version of DTM which does not rely on a linear evolution of the topic280

proportions, allowing skips in the topical evolution.

4. Discrete Dynamic Topic Model for News Streams

We now present our model called discrete Dynamic Topic Model for News

Streams (dDTM-News). This model is able to cope with news collections where

the latent topics change at a high pace and they may suddenly emerge, disap-285

pear, or have skips in the timeline. A preliminary version of this model was

presented in [3] to timely capture variations in the topic evolution by using in-

dependent per-document topic proportions. We propose a further modification

of the model to dynamically estimate the number of topics for each time slice.

4.1. Modeling Topics and their Evolution290

As we can see from Figure 1(c), dDTM-News first divides the dataset into

time slices and then applies LDA to each of them. Differently from DTM, it

keeps α fixed to have an independent evolution of the topics. These topics are

chained over time by leveraging a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [33] which is

a Markov chain where the states (s1, s2, ..., sn) are hidden and we only have295

observations of them (o1, o2, ..., on). In particular, we map the latent topics

discovered by LDA to the observations of an HMM, and we want to estimate

the probability of transition from one state to another (i.e., the evolution of

topics). For solving this problem we need two steps:

1. Estimating the parameters of the HMM. We apply the Baum-Welch algo-300

rithm [4] for estimating the parameters of the HMM, i.e., the probability

of the first state, P (s1), the transition probabilities, P (si|si−1), and the

emission probabilities, P (si|oi). Baum-Welch algorithm is an Expectation
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Maximization (EM) algorithm that, given a set of observations, applies the

Forward-Backward algorithm to find the maximum likelihood estimate of305

the HMM’s parameters.

2. Maximizing the probability of a state sequence. Given a sequence of obser-

vations, O1:n, we maximize the probability of a sequence of states, S1:n,

applying the Viterbi algorithm [39]. It uses recursion for maximizing the

following probability:310

S∗ = argmax
s
{p(S1:n|O1:n)} (3)

The number of topic chains that we would like to discover is represented by

the optimal number of states in the HMM. We estimate this parameter using

the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [37]. It increases a penalty for each

added parameter (in our case a state added to the HMM), therefore it finds the

best trade-off between the number of states and the model fitting the data. For315

our problem, we initialize the HMM with a number of topic chains equivalent

to the number of topics n that we expect to find in a time slice. Then, the

initialization of HMM is repeated with n + 1 topic chains until it reaches an

upper bound of n + 20 (which is set empirically). For each run, the BIC value

is measured and the model with the lowest value is selected.320

Generative Process. Having showed how topics are chained with the HMM,

we now present the generative process of our model:

1. From HMM

1.1. Draw βt,k|βt−1,k ∼ N (βt−1,k, σ
2I)

2. For each document dt at time slice t:325

2.1. Draw θdt
∼ Dir(α)

2.2. For each word position n in the document dt:

2.2.1. Draw zdt,n ∼ Multinomial(θdt
)

2.2.2. Draw wdt,n ∼ Multinomial(π(βt,zdt,n))

where π is a function which maps the multinomial natural parameters to the330

mean parameters.
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4.2. From Fixed Number of Topics to Dynamic Number of Topics

So far, we made the assumption that the number of topics K does not change

over time. This represents a limitation when working on news streams since the

latent topics represent events, and each time slice is likely to have more or less335

topics compared to the other ones. As shown in Figure 1(c), the number of

topics should change with the time slice. For this reason, we estimated the

number of topics by creating different LDA models with fixed α and variable

Ki. Similarly to [14], the number of topics in the time slice ti is determined by

selecting the model that satisfies the following equation:340

argminKi
{log P ( w | Ki )}, (4)

where w represents the words in the vocabulary and P (w|Ki) is the probability

of the words given the number of topics.

5. Modeling the Evolution of Persisting Topics

In this section, we present the problem of predicting topics that persist in

the next time slice. Starting from the words appearing in the documents of345

the first n time slices, we can construct a word vector consisting of probability

scores that are estimated based on the recency and the establishment effects.

The former increases the weights of words representing the most recent topics,

while the latter favors words belonging to stable topics.

More formally, the recency reference vector is computed according to the350

following equation:

Pref,recency =

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=1

∑
wi∈t

P (wi) ∗ 2n

(n ∗ t)
(5)

where n is the sequence number of the time slice, t is one of the topics discussed

in the time slice, and wi is a word from that topic. 2n is the rate with which

higher weights are assigned to the recent topics.

On the other hand, the establishment effect assigns higher weights to the

words related to topics which have persisted over time. The corresponding
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word vector, called establishment reference vector, is computed according to the

following equation:

Pref,establishment =

N∑
n=1

T∑
t=1

∑
wi∈t

P (wi) ∗ 2−n

(n ∗ t)
(6)

where n, t, and wi are defined as in the recency effect, and 2−n is the rate with355

which higher weights are assigned to established topics.

We combine the recency and establishment effects using a Kalman combi-

nation of Recency and Establishment (K2RE) [2]. The linear interpolation for

a time slice t is defined as:

K2REt = wE,t ∗ Scoreestablishment + wR,t ∗ Scorerecency (7)

where Scoreestablishment and Scorerecency are computed by the establishment360

and the recency effects, respectively. The weights wE,t and wR,t are the es-

tablishment and recency weights and are computed dynamically by a Kalman

filter [18], such that: wE,t + wR,t = 1.

We use dDTM-News for linking the topics discussed in the documents. The

resulting topic keywords are then input of the Kalman filter which estimates365

the weights used for balancing the recency and establishment effects.

𝒘𝑬	𝒕𝟎

…

Kalman Filter

Establishment	
effect

𝒘𝑬	𝒕𝟏

𝒘𝑬	𝒕𝒏 Topic Linking

𝒘𝑹	𝒕𝟎

…

𝒘𝑹	𝒕𝟏

𝒘𝑹	𝒕𝒏

Recency
effect

M
easurem

ent

Figure 2: K2RE system: topic linking is performed by dDTM-News and the resulting topic

keywords are used by the Kalman filter for estimating the recency and establishment weights.
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6. News Clustering and Cross-Linking News Streams

In Section 4 we have seen how to detect and track topics (events) from

highly-dynamic streams of news using discrete dynamic topic modeling. We

now describe our approach for event-based clustering of news documents and370

for cross-linking the news streams reporting the same events.

Clustering News Documents. Document clustering consists in the auto-

matic organization of documents based on some criteria. For our problem, we

assume that a news document would cover one event at the time, hence we opt

for hard clustering and assign each document to one event cluster. We use topic

modeling as a dimensionality reduction technique to map the documents in a

topic space and cluster them based on their closeness to the detected topics.

More formally, we apply the approach proposed in [24] which treats each topic

as a cluster and each document is represented by a distribution vector of topics,

θ. The document d is assigned to the cluster ki, if:

ki = argmaxj(θj) (8)

Cross-Linking News Streams. In Figure 3(a), we show an example of five

events belonging to two different stories (the event evolution is shown by dashed

arrows). The news documents (nodes) reporting on the same events are divided

into event clusters as shown in Figure 3(b). As we can see, the streams of news375

that have reported the same event are linked to each other. Formally, let nij

represent the news document about the event ei published in the news streams

sj , the link (nij , nik) is drawn if both streams, sj and sk, published about ei

and sj did it before sk. This is helpful for analyzing the temporal dependencies

among the newswires, e.g., which channel has published before the others and380

on which platform.

Note that, for simplicity, we only show news about a same event which

are reported by different news streams. This is because we are interested in

linking the news across streams, but it may happen that news on the same

event are reported by the same stream multiple times. When this happened, we385

considered the first news reporting the event published by the stream.
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e1: Muhammad 
Ali hospitalized

e3: Muhammad 
Ali died

e2: Slaughter in 
Orlando

e5: Muhammad 
Ali funeral

e4: Obama visited families 
of Orlando’s victims

(a) chaining events over the timeline

s1
s2
s3
s4

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

(b) cross-linking news streams

Figure 3: Figure (a) shows two examples of event chains. Events are detected over the timeline

and connected based on their evolution (see the dashed arrows). Figure (b) shows the four

news streams which published news. The news documents (nodes) are clustered based on the

events they describe and the news streams are cross-linked based on the publishing timestamp

of the news documents (black arrows).

7. Timeliness Analysis and Ranking News Streams

Cross-linking news streams makes easier the analysis of the timeliness among

different streams. In this section, we describe our effort in detecting temporal

publishing patterns among the news streams. Moreover, we present two scoring390

functions for ranking news streams based on their timeliness in reporting events.

7.1. Mining Frequent Sequential Patterns

For mining frequent temporal patterns among the news streams we use the

PrefixSpan algorithm [29]. It computes the most frequent subsequences present

in an itemset sequence. Let A = {a1, a2, ..., a|A|} denote a non-empty set of395

items and s = 〈I1, I2, ..., In〉 the itemset sequence, s is defined as a subsequence

of another sequence s′, if there are n integers, i1 ≤ i2 ≤ ... ≤ in, such that

I1 ⊆ I ′i1 , I2 ⊆ I ′i2 , ..., In ⊆ I ′in . For example, the sequence of itemsets

〈(1), (2 3), (4)〉 is contained in the sequence 〈(5), (1 6), (7), (2 3 9), (4)〉, because

(1) ⊆ (1 6), (2 3) ⊆ (2 3 9), and (4) ⊆ (4), while the sequence 〈(1), (6)〉 cannot400

be the subsequence of 〈(1 6)〉 and vice versa.

Given a collection of sequences S = [s1, s2, ..., s|S|], the support of an itemset

sequence sj , denoted by supS(sj), is the number of itemset sequences si ∈ S

with i 6= j that contain sj as a subsequence. Let minSup be the support thresh-
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old, the itemset sequence is called frequent sequential pattern if its supS(sj) ≥405

minSup. The PrefixSpan algorithm receives as input S and minSup and com-

putes the frequent sequential patterns, namely, all the sequences in S whose

frequency is greater than minSup.

In our analysis, we want to find frequent temporal patterns in the time-

ordered sequences of news streams. We sort the news documents by time and410

convert this time-ordered set into a sequence of publishing streams. This con-

version does not cause any loss of information since the pair stream/timestamp

(s, ts) is unique, i.e., a stream cannot publish more than one news document

at the same time. Since the timestamps have resolution at the level of seconds,

we use a quantization-step parameter Qt = 15 minutes to introduce a time415

tolerance, namely, when two or more channels have published news documents

about the same event within the window of 15 minutes, we treat them as they

have reported the event at the same time.

7.2. Ranking News Streams using Timeliness Scores

PrefixSpan discovers frequent temporal patterns but does not provide any420

way to rank the news streams based on their timeliness. Hence, we define two

scoring functions that capture the delay of a stream in publishing news about

real-world events and allow to rank the news streams based on their timeliness.

We denote with Es ⊆ E the set of events published by the stream s and

with Se ⊆ S the set of streams which reported the event e ∈ E. For each event,425

the channels are organized in a list sorted by the timestamp of the first news,

le : 〈(s1, ts1), (s2, ts2), . . . , (sn, tsn)〉, where tsi is the timestamp of the first news

about e published by si.

Given a stream s, let the score timeliness(s) ∈ [0, 1] represent how promptly

s publishes. It is computed as the average over all the events reported by s:

timeliness(s) = 1−
∑

e∈Es
delay(s, e)

|Es|
(9)

where delay(s, e) is the latency of s in reporting e. The lower is the delay, the

higher is the value of timeliness(s). Following [26], we adopt two definitions for
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delay(s, e). The first one considers only the relative position of s in the list le:

delay(s, e) = RP (s, e) =
|pred(s, e)|
|le|

(10)

where pred(s, e) is the number of streams that preceded s in reporting the event

e, and |le| is the number of streams which have published about the event.430

The second one considers the time distance between s and the very first stream

which reported the event:

delay(s, e) = TD(s, e) =
ts(s, e)− tsfirst(e)
tslast(e)− tsfirst(e)

(11)

where ts(s, e) is the publishing timestamp for the event e by s, while tsfirst

and tslast are the publishing timestamps for the first and last news about e,

respectively. Notice that popular events that span a long period of time (e.g.,

Brexit) have a high value of (tslast(e) − tsfirst(e)), while less popular events

have lower values since the attention for them decreases fast.435

8. A Test Collection of News Streams

We collected news documents published by different news streams for 4

months. The documents were labeled at the level of fine-granularity events using

crowdsourcing. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dataset gathering

news documents from multiple and heterogeneous sources and enriched with440

event labels.

We created our own collection as other publicly available ones (e.g., 20 News-

groups, Temporalia, and SignalMedia) are mostly made of homogeneous docu-

ments (e.g., only news and blog articles). Enriching the existing collections with

RSS feeds and tweets published in the same period of time of the articles was445

impossible, because they were not available anymore. In fact, the Twitter REST

APIs can retrieve the tweets containing some specific words, but it goes back up

to 7 days. Regarding the RSS feeds, they cannot be downloaded because they

are updated at a high speed, so the old feeds disappear soon to be replaced by

the new ones. Moreover, news collections lack of fine-granularity labels on the450
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relevance of a news document to a specific event since most of the labels are

about general topics (e.g., politics or sport). Lastly, we need data which spans

a few months allowing to track the evolution of events (e.g., Muhammed Ali’s

death followed by his funeral or the slaughter in an Orlando’s nightclub followed

by the killing of the shooter).455

8.1. Data Gathering

We built a dataset of heterogeneous news documents by monitoring 9 dif-

ferent news channels (the list is reported in Table 1) over 3 different platforms

(Twitter, RSS news portals, news websites) for a total of 27 news streams. Our

collection spans 4 months (from March 1 to June 30, 2016) and consists of460

around 147K news documents. Other statistics are reported in Table 1.

Each document has a title (optional), content, link (optional), publishing

timestamp, and source channel. The fields title and link are optional since

they may be missing in the tweets. Also, since the time when a news has

been published can reflect a different time zone, we converted all the publishing465

timestamps to UTC. We downloaded the RSS feeds and news articles every

15 minutes to get up-to-date news. Regarding the tweets, we monitored the

accounts of different newswires using the getUserTimeline method provided by

the Twitter REST APIs 1. It collects the latest tweets (author, text, timestamp,

etc.) posted or retweeted by a user in JSON format. We run the download every470

24 hours, removing the repeated tweets when needed.

The distribution of news documents per week is shown in Figure 4. Note

that the last week has less news documents since it consisted of only 4 days

(from June 27 to 30, 2016).

8.2. Extraction of Event Labels475

The approaches proposed in the literature for news clustering are often eval-

uated by manually selecting keywords representing some popular events which

1https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public
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Table 1: Channels and number of news documents (from March 1 to June 30, 2016).

Channel name News Articles RSS Feeds Tweets Total

American Broadcasting Company (abc) 2,561 5,661 20,039 28,261

Al Jazeera (alj) 2,823 3,763 5,414 12,000

British Broadcast (bbc) 4,715 6,318 1,867 12,900

Canadian Broadcast (cbc) 1,747 2,680 5,874 10,301

Cable News Network (cnn) 4,197 11,969 10,433 26,599

NBC News (nbc) 3,261 5,789 10,050 19,100

Reuters (reu) 2,271 4,527 12,072 18,870

United Press International (upi) 1,520 1,547 3,479 6,546

Xinhua China Agency (xin) 1,061 1,126 10,906 13,093

TOTAL 24,156 43,380 80,134 147,670
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Figure 4: Distribution per week of the news documents (tweets, RSS feeds, and news articles).

happened in the period of interest. These events are, for example, found in

Wikipedia while the keywords are manually picked and used as queries to re-

trieve the documents [28]. In this way, the evaluation relies on the manual480

selection of events and keywords, so it may be biased by very popular events.

For our labeling, we automatically detected the event labels, then we retrieved

the corresponding news documents and asked human assessors to evaluate their

relevance to the events.

To extract the events occurring in the 4 months of our data, we used an485

automatic approach for mining labels from the document content and detecting

the temporal span of the event [27]. Our approach first splits the news collec-
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Table 2: Some labeled events from our collection. Each event is characterized by the keywords

and the date of when it happened.

Labeled Events Date

north-korea, ballistic, missile, nuclear, test, U.S. March 6, 2016

castro, cuba, havana, obama, visit March 21, 2016

attack, brussels-airport, isis, maelbeek-metro March 22, 2016

japan, kumamoto, earthquake, damage, victims April 14, 2016

earthquake, ecuador, strikes April 16, 2016

obama, visit, asia, vietnam, embargo May 20, 2016

boxing, died, louisville, muhammad-ali June 3, 2016

nightclub, orlando, shooting, victims June 13, 2016

tion into time buckets of fixed size (i.e., 24 hours), then it computes the most

frequent co-occurrences of named entities and event-descriptive keywords which

are detected using an NLP tool developed by Ritter et al. [34]. To determine490

the time span of an event, we computed the keyword overlapping in consecutive

time buckets to see whether the detected event is new or can be merged with a

previous one. This overlapping depends on the length of the list of keywords,

if the percentage of common keywords is high (i.e., 70%), then the two events

are merged. Iterating this operation results in events with flexible temporal495

windows. The reason why we decided to check only consecutive time buckets

(δ = 24 hours) is that if the two buckets are distant we can assume that the

events are distinct although they have high-overlapping keywords.

Some of the extracted event keywords with the corresponding date of the

event are shown in Table 2. After having detected the events, we manually500

checked on Wikipedia whether they really occurred and whether the estimated

time window was correct.

8.3. CrowdFlower Evaluation

After having generated the event labels, we conducted a manual assessment

on the relevance of a document to an event using the CrowdFlower2 crowdsourc-505

2http://www.crowdflower.com/
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Figure 5: An example of evaluation task in CrowdFlower.

ing platform. Given the large number of news documents, we could not collect

relevance labels for all of them, so we randomly selected 60 events and retrieved

the potentially-relevant news documents using their cosine similarity with the

event keywords. Such selection was done taking into account the popularity

of the event: we sorted the events based on the number of potentially-relevant510

documents and pick the events homogeneously in the distribution (this allowed

to have popular events as well as “long-tail” events).

We collected human judgements for the pairs {event, news document} where

the former is made of event keywords and the approximate time of the event

(i.e., the day of the peak in the keyword frequency), while the latter is the515

document information. The evaluators were asked to determine whether the

news document was about the event or not. They could also select “I can’t

decide” and move to the next pair if unsure about the answer. Figure 5 shows

an example of the CrowdFlower interface used for the assessment.

Before starting, the evaluators were instructed on the scope of the evaluation520

with also examples, e.g., the tweet “A 6.4 earthquake hits southern Japan with

reports of collapsed buildings and people injured” is relevant to the event Japan

earthquake but not to 5th anniversary from Japan Tsunami.

To guarantee high quality results, we created 200 gold questions (i.e., ques-

tions with known answers). These questions were randomly shown during the525
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evaluation to detect low-quality answers due to sloppy or malicious workers and

were used as a quiz for the training phase. In particular, the evaluators could

pass the training phase if they successfully completed at least 3 out of 5 gold

questions. Once the evaluators started the evaluation, they had to maintain a

minimum accuracy of 70% to be considered “trusted evaluators” and allowed530

to continue the task. Only labels from trusted evaluators were included in our

dataset. We collected relevance judgements for 4, 3K labeled pairs {event, news

document}. For each of them we collected judgements from at least 3 differ-

ent trusted evaluators, and the news document was considered truly relevant

to the event if at least 2 out of 3 evaluators agreed. To measure the inter-535

annotator agreement we computed the Fleiss’ Kappa [10]. It gives a measure

on how consistent are the assessors’ ratings and is computed as κ = P̄−P̄e

1−P̄e
. In a

nutshell, 1− P̄e gives the degree of agreement that is attainable above chance,

and P̄ − P̄e gives the degree of agreement actually achieved above chance. If

κ = 1, the agreement is complete, while κ ≤ 0 means no agreement. We reg-540

istered a value of 0.45 which, according to the table for interpreting κ values

provided in [20], corresponds to a moderate agreement. Note that Fleiss’ Kappa

does not take into account the trustworthiness of the assessors. A criterion that

considers the trust scores of assessors is the CrowdFlower’s confidence which is

defined as the level of agreement between multiple contributors weighted by the545

contributors’ trust scores. For our task, we had an average confidence of 0.91.

9. Experimental Results

In this section, we describe the evaluations we conducted to assess the effec-

tiveness of our techniques using different datasets. Our first experiment focused

on assessing the ability of the dynamic topic models in detecting emerging top-550

ics. We also inspected the topic keywords to see how qualitatively they describe

the topics and capture their temporal variations. As second experiment, we

tested our techniques for the tasks of detecting and tracking the events over

time. Then, we show the results on predicting persisting topics (events) in a
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collection of news documents. The last part of this section focuses on clustering555

news documents based on the detected events and on the timeliness analysis.

9.1. Datasets

We evaluated the effectiveness of dDTM-News in discovering latent topics

on three temporal-ordered datasets. The first dataset is made of news articles

from Signal Media3, and it contains over one million of news articles collected560

from September 1 to September 30, 2015. This collection is made of articles

from different sources including major news channels (e.g., Reuters) and local

news and blog websites. For our experiments, all the news articles were prepro-

cessed by removing stopwords, URLs, tokens not starting with alphabet letters,

punctuation marks, and less-frequent words (i.e., words occurring less than 5).565

Since SignalMedia spans a period of time relatively short (1 month), we

created another dataset with tweets posted by the NFCWorld Twitter channel4

over three years (from April 15, 2013 to April 12, 2016). These tweets report

on emerging technologies and were collected using the Twitter API5 for a total

of 3K tweets. For our experiments, tweets were preprocessed by removing stop-570

words, URLs, hashtags, tokens not starting with alphabet letters, punctuation

marks, and less-frequent words (i.e., words with frequency less than 5).

The last dataset is our news collection made of different types of documents

(news articles, RSS news feeds, tweets) gathered from 27 news streams as de-

scribed in Section 8. Differently from other news datasets, our collection has575

news documents labeled at the level of fine-granularity events, allowing to assess

the performance of the event detection and tracking tasks.

9.2. Modeling Emerging Topics

For assessing the performance of approaches based on dynamic topic mod-

eling, a well-known technique consists in computing the log-likelihood of the580

3http://research.signalmedia.co/newsir16/signal-dataset.html
4https://twitter.com/nfcw
5https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public
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Model Signal Media NFCWorld

DTM 276, 473, 612.34 431, 603.59

dDTM-News 206, 390, 120.21 379, 685.63

Table 3: Average negative log-likelihood of DTM and dDTM-News using two datasets made

of news and blog articles (Signal Media) and of tweets (NFCWorld). The performance shows

the ability in predicting the topics of the following time slice (the lower, the better).

model on held-out data [6]. More in detail, we can train the model using the

first n time slices (e.g., n = 5) and compute the log-likelihood of the topics

modeled for the next one. This is done iteratively with sliding windows of size

5. As baseline, we used the original version of DTM [6]. As we can see from

Table 3, our model gives better results in terms of negative log-likelihood since585

it can capture topics which change at a high pace.

To verify the quality of the extracted keywords and informativeness of the

topical skips, we manually inspect some of the topics in the timeline. As we can

see from Tables 4 and 5, the keywords are highly descriptive and they do not

appear in all the temporal windows continuously. We split the SignalMedia590

dataset, which spans one month, in daily slices. One example is about health

care which had skips in the timeline as it was discussed during the whole month

but not in all the days. Regarding the NFCWorld dataset, it spans a longer

period of time, so we divided the three year of data in time slices of three

months each. This dataset is made of tweets which talk about technology and595

innovation, hence we could observe a very dynamic behavior of the discussed

topics. As an example, the topic about the apple pay service was not present at

the beginning of the dataset, but its popularity increases around October 2014

(5th time slice). We checked on Wikipedia and could see that this was when

the service was launched in the USA. The topic kept to be popular for a few600

months, then its popularity decreased to grow again in February 2016 when the

service was presented in China (captured in the 12th time slice).
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Table 4: Example of a topic which evolves over time and has skips in the timeline. The topic

is about health care and is extracted from the SignalMedia dataset which covers 1 month and

was divided in daily time slices.
Time Slice Time Window Keywords

w0 Sep. 1st health, patients, medical, care, cancer, dr, treatment, disease, clinical, drug

w3 Sep. 4th patients, cancer, study, cell, treatment, disease, clinical, drug, drugs, therapy

w7 Sep. 8th cancer, patients, clinical, treatment, drug, hospital, tues, lung, dr, patient

w8 Sep. 9th health, patients, care, study, cancer, medical, dr, treatment, disease, patient

w9 Sep. 10th patients, treatment, study, drug, clinical, disease, heath, cancer, phase, researchers

w10 Sep. 11th health, study, patients, blood, cancer, medical, treatment, care, hearth, dr

w13 Sep. 14th patients, study, health, studies, medicine, clinical, medical, drug, treatment, disease

w16 Sep. 17th patients, medical, health, study, cancer, treatment, clinical, disease, dr, drug

w18 Sep. 19th cancer, patients, clinical, treatment, drug, hospital, tues, lung, dr, patient

w20 Sep. 21st health, study, care, medical, patients, treatment, system, cancer, disease, drug

w21 Sep. 22th health, study, medical, patients, treatment, system, cancer, disease, drug

w22 Sep. 23th study, cancer, patients, treatment, dr, disease, view, researchers, clinical, service

w24 Sep. 25th care, dr, medical, physician, patient, weight, infected, healthcare, health, doctors

w27 Sep. 28th cancer, drug, medical, patients, clinical, care, treatment, health, patient, dr

w29 Sep. 30th health, cancer, patients, medical, care, treatment, study, dr, clinical, patient

Table 5: Example of a topic which evolves over time and has skips in the timeline. The topic

is about the apple pay service and is from the NFCWorld dataset which covers 3 years and was

divided in time slices of 3 months each.
Time Slice Time Window Keywords

w6 Oct.–Dec. 2014 payments, apple, launches, loyality, wearable, retail, wallet, applepay, visa, contactless

w7 Jan.–Mar. 2015 pay, apple, payments, applepay, ble, hce, biometrics, launch, marketing, wallet

w8 Apr.–Jun. 2015 hce, payments, tokenization, apple, applepay, pay, contactless, mobilewallet, biometrics, industry

w9 Jul.–Sept. 2015 pay, apple, android, payments, contactless, androidpay, beacons, mobilewallet, biometrics

w10 Oct.–Dec. 2015 mobilewallet, applepay, adds, pay, payments, emv, launch, concatless, apple, androidpay

w12 Apr. 2016 contactless, payments, pay, mobilewallet, hce, china, applepay, apple, retail, launch

9.3. Event Detection

We now present our results on event detection from news streams. For this

experiments, we used our heterogenous collection of news documents down-605

loaded from different streams. As baselines we used the original version of

DTM [6] and other event-detection approaches: Unigram Co-Occurrences [12]

and Event Detection with Clustering of Wavelet-based signals (EDCoW ) [44].

The former analyzes the co-occurrences of bursty features (unigrams) in non-

overlapping time windows, while the latter creates a signal for each individual610

word and applies wavelet transformation to find bursty words.
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Table 6: Events detected in the different time windows. We show one event (if present) per

window and, when possible, the rows are aligned based on the keywords in order to show the

same real-word event.
Time Window dDTM-News Unigram Co-Occurrences EDCoW

w0: Mar. 1–7 allegations, abuse, pell, cardinal, commission pell, abuse cuba, damage, killed, told, vatican

w1: Mar. 8–14 cuba, president, cuban, government, castro cuba, obama cuba, left, meet

w2: Mar. 15–21 korea, north, south, missile, ballistic north-korea, test –

w3: Mar. 22–28 brussels, attacks, belgian, paris, isis brussels, attacks meet, obama, visit

w4: Mar. 29–Apr. 4 plane, cyprus, egyptair, hijacked, hijacker plane, hijacker –

w5: Apr. 5–11 ukraine, dutch, referendum, vote, deal ukraine, dutch –

w6: Apr. 12–18 people, earthquake, japan, quake, area quake, japan damage, death toll, hit, missing, working

w7: Apr. 19–25 obama, president, eu, castro, europe obama, british –

w8: Apr. 26–May 2 cuba, cruise, people, sail, photography cuba, cruise –

w9: May 3–9 fire, city, mcmurray, fort, killed mcmurray, fire fire, fort-mcmurray, started

w10: May 10–16 bangladesh, people, lightning, kill, rain lightning, bangladesh fire, flooding, rain, reported

w11: May 17–23 egyptair, flight, plane, cairo, egypt flight, egyptair –

w12: May 24–30 obama, war, president, visit, hiroshima vietnam, obama –

w13: May 31–Jun. 6 ali, muhammad, family, boxing, police boxing, ali funeral, kentucky, muhammad-ali, vietnam

w14: Jun. 7–13 grimmie, pool, voice, christina, shot grimmie, christina –

w15: Jun. 14–20 orlando, mateen, people, nightclub, shooting orlando, mateen gun control

w16: Jun. 21–27 eu, uk, european, britain, leave britain, brexit –

w17: Jun. 28–30 zika, virus, transmission, california, committee zika, rio –

Table 6 shows the detected events with time windows of 7 days. Each column

represents a different methodology. As we can see, some of the events detected

by EDCoW are noisy because this approach uses cross-correlation as similarity

measure and may merge distinct events which have happened in the same period615

of time just by chance. On the other hand, Unigram Co-Occurrences extracts

too general keywords that are difficult to interpret without a manual inspection

of the news documents.

To quantify the performance of the different techniques, we computed the

event coverage with respect to the 60 events labeled in the collection. We could620

observe that our model achieved a coverage of 55/60 and the original DTM of

44/60. While Unigram Co-Occurrences’s and EDCoW ’s coverage were 40/60

and 8/60, respectively. Although these results depend on the labeled events,

they confirm how topic models detect more events. Note also that determining

the coverage (recall) of an event-detection task is tricky due to an unknown625

number of events that may have happened in the four months of our data.
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9.4. Event Tracking

Event tracking consists in chaining related events over the timeline. Note

that we could not chain events with Unigram Co-Occurrences and EDCoW

since they only discover events. In Table 7, we show some of the event chains630

computed with dDTM-News using α = 0.01, which was determined empirically,

while the other parameters (β, K, and the number of event chains) are estimated

automatically by our model. In particular, we obtained 90 chains with at least

30 and at most 40 events, and an average of 37 events over all the time slices.

While in our model the number of topics is estimated dynamically based on the635

time slice, in DTM the number of topics is fixed and must be specified up front.

To have a fair comparison between the two models, we used K = 40 for DTM,

which is the maximum number of events estimated by dDTM-News in a time

window. Also, we determined experimentally that 40 events per time slice is a

good value for modeling events in weekly temporal windows.640

We observed that our dDTM-News approach is able to track some popular

events related to Brexit (c = 31), Zika (c = 66), terror attacks in Belgium

(c = 80), and multiple launch attempts of nuclear missiles from North Korea

(c = 4). While we could notice that the original DTM approach returns events

very similar to each other for different time slices, making more difficult the645

detection of novel events and, as expected, it does not work well with highly-

dynamic collections.

To quantify the performance of the two models in tracking the events, we

measured the coherence and informativeness of the chains obtained with DTM

and dDTM-News. We asked human assessors to label the chains. Given the650

complexity of this manual labeling, we did not rely on crowdsourcing workers but

we rather involved 10 assessors among PhDs and PhD students from different

universities and research institutes that are familiar with the concepts of event

tracking. For the coherence labeling, the assessors had to verify using the Web

(e.g., search results and Wikipedia) whether the events appearing in a given655

chain represented a good fit for the chain or not. We quantify the chain coherence

using precision: tp
tp+fp where tp (true positives) is the number of events that
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Table 7: Each block of the table corresponds to a chain of events. In particular, we report

the id of the chain (c), the event id (e), the temporal window, and the event keywords.

c e Time Window Keywords

4

10 w2: Mar. 15–21 korea, north, south, missile, ballistic

29 w8: Apr. 26–May 2 north, korea, missile, kim, test

9 w13: May 31–Jun. 6 north, korea, missile, korean, nuclear

9 w16: Jun. 21–27 north, korea, test, launch, musudan

31

37 w10: May 10–16 eu, station, germany, munich, german

10 w11: May 17–23 eu, britain, uk, european, union

21 w15: Jun. 14–20 eu, court, britain, leave, brexit

7 w16: Jun. 21–27 brexit, cameron, virginia, west, eu

25 w16: Jun. 21–27 eu, uk, european, britain, leave

20 w17: Jun. 28–30 eu, brexit, leave, vote, britain

31 w17: Jun. 28–30 eu, european, brexit, britain, union

38
24 w13: May 31–Jun. 6 ali, muhammad, family, boxing, police

0 w14: Jun. 7–13 ali, muhammad, boxing, louisville, funeral

66

13 w11: May 17–23 zika, health, gonzales, cases, exposed

18 w15: Jun. 14–20 zika, health, virus, women, art

16 w17: Jun. 28–30 zika, virus, transmission, california, committee

80

15 w3: Mar. 22–28 brussels, attacks, belgian, paris, isis

11 w4: Mar. 29–Apr. 4 police, attacks, brussels, belgian, suspect

30 w5: Apr. 5–11 authorities, france, police, people, investigators

7 w8: Apr. 26–May 2 official, paris, attacks, islamic, abdeslam

86
20 w14: Jun. 7–13 orlando, police, shooting, nightclub, gay

30 w15: Jun. 14–20 orlando, mateen, people, nightclub, shooting

represent a good fit, and fp (false positives) the number of events that are

not a good fit for the chain. The coherence does not give any indication on

how useful the chain itself is (i.e., it may have a high coherence but be not660

informative because reports the same keywords in all the time slices). Hence,

we also asked the assessors to evaluate whether the chain was useful and made

sense for a human (informativeness). For these labeling tasks, we registered

a Fleiss’ Kappa of 0.67 for the coherence and of 0.84 for the informativeness,

corresponding to a substantial and almost perfect agreement, respectively [20].665

Values of coherence and informativeness are reported in Table 8. As we can see,

both models achieve high level of coherence (> 0.7) but our model has a larger

fraction of informative chains.
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Table 8: Evaluation of the topic chains created by DTM and dDTM-News in terms of coher-

ence, informativeness, and delay (in days). The last column shows the performance of topic

prediction in term of average negative log-likelihood (the lower, the better).

Model Coherence Infor. Delay
Log-likelihood

All tweets bbc & cnn

DTM 0.71 0.34 5.3 79,537,557.16 219,352,622.09

dDTM-News 0.76 0.60 1.75 75,214,149.14 142,032,353.42

We also considered the delay of the two models in capturing novel events

(i.e., events that are not present in the previous time slices). Since for the 60670

labeled events we know the dates when they occurred, we could check how much

was the delay of the event detection. More formally, let ts∗e be the timestamp

of the event e and tsie be the first timestamp of the temporal window in which e

was detected, we can assume that tsie > ts∗e and define the latency for the event

e as l(e) = tsie − ts∗e. The average latency over the events was 1.75 days for675

dDTM-News and 5.3 days for DTM (as reported in Table 8), confirming that

dDTM-News, relaxing the assumptions of DTM, can timely detect novel events.

Lastly, we trained the two models on the first t (e.g., t = 5) time slices

and evaluated their ability to predict the topics of the next time slice (t + 1)

by computing the variational bound on the negative log-likelihood of the news680

in the time slice t + 1 under the resulting models. This process is iteratively

repeated till the last time slice. Running these experiments on the whole dataset

is prohibitive, so we created two samples of data. The first one is made of all the

tweets and has size 80K. The second one contains all the news documents from

two popular channels (bbc and cnn) for a total of 39K news documents. As we685

can see from Table 8, our model performs better than DTM. Note that, since

the negative log-likelihood is used, lower values are better. The improvement in

the log-likelihood is due to the fact that our model promptly adjusts its topic

prediction, while DTM tends to keep older topics.
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9.5. Predicting Persisting Events690

We now present our experiments on predicting the events (topics) that would

persist in the future in a collection of news documents. This is particularly

important, for example, when one wishes to know in advance which events

would attract attention for a longer period of time. Indeed, journalists may

want to discover the emerging events that are likely to remain popular for the695

next weeks in order to give them more importance or to examine them more in

depth (e.g., collecting detailed information, organizing interviews with experts).

In Section 5 we have presented the K2RE system for predicting persisting

topics. This system was already tested on scientific articles [2], while here we use

a news collection and check the performance of the K2RE system in predicting700

events, which is more challenging due to their unpredictable changes.

Given the events of the first n time slices, {e(0,0), ..., e(0,k), ..., e(n,0), ..., e(n,k)},

and those of the (n + 1)-th time slice, {e(n+1,0), ..., e(n+1,k)}, we asked human

assessors to manually annotate the events in the time slice (n+1) as “continued”

or “not continued.” To help the annotation, we first clustered the events using705

a k-nearest-neighbors algorithm, then for each e(n+1,i) ∈ {e(n+1,0), ..., e(n+1,k)},

we showed to the assessor its top-5 neighbors among the events of the previous

time slices. The assessors were asked to check whether e(n+1,i) is a continu-

ation of the events appearing in the first n time slices or not. We compared

the K2RE prediction performance against dDTM-News. In Figure 6, we report710

the behavior of precision and recall. As we can see from the curves, the K2RE

system outperforms the discrete dynamic topic model, for example, keeping the

recall around 20%, the precision is about 80% while dDTM-News has precision

of 70%. Of course, when the recall increases, a lower precision is recorded, but

the K2RE’s precision is still higher compared to the other one.715

We manually inspected the events returned by the system to find some exam-

ples of persisting events. We could notice that K2RE correctly predicts events,

such as Brexit or Zika virus, which persist till the last time slice as they were

popular for long time.
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Figure 6: Precision-recall curve: K2RE vs. dDTM-News.

9.6. News Clustering720

After having detected the events with dDTM-News (Section 9.3), we can

create the event-based clusters of news documents. We compare our cluster-

ing against the ones obtained with k-means, k-means+time, and another topic

modeling approach, called hierarchical LDA (hLDA) [13].

The k-means algorithm assigns each document to one cluster based on a725

distance measure such as cosine similarity. Since the number of clusters (events)

must be known up front, we run k-means with different values of k and observed

a good trade-off between precisions and cluster sizes with k = 500. These

clusters do not have any label, so we manually checked the content of them to

figure out the corresponding events. We could observe that k-means tends to730

mix similar events happened in different time windows, hence we implemented

a time-aware version of it which filters out the news documents outside the

window of the event of interest and we call it k-means+time.

The hierarchical LDA creates a hierarchy of topics and has the advantage

that we do not need to know the number of topics because, using a high number735

of levels, the model automatically discovers it. This topic model has been also

used for text clustering [23] since the documents can be clustered based on their

allocation in a topic space representing the bottom-level topics. We run hLDA
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Table 9: Comparison of clusterings.

Approach
Avg. Precision

Avg. Recall F-Score
Micro Macro

dDTM-News 0.87 0.80 0.87 0.83

hLDA 0.53 0.60 0.54 0.56

k-means 0.60 0.51 0.41 0.45

k-means+time 0.81 0.82 0.66 0.73

using different depths and could notice that the best trade-off between number

of events and the size of the clusters can be achieved with depths equal to 5 as740

lower values tend to group together different events while higher values tend to

create singleton clusters.

Clustering performance. To compute the clustering performance, we can

apply the standard information-retrieval metrics. In particular, for each event

e, we use the labels of the documents in the corresponding event cluster, Ce, to745

compute the recall and the precision as follows:

Re =
|{documents relevant to e} ∩ {documents in e’s cluster}|

|{documents relevant to e}|

Pe =
|{documents relevant to e} ∩ {documents in e’s cluster}|

|{documents in e’s cluster}|

These are averaged over all the event-based clusters of news. The macro-average

precision gives an idea on how the approaches perform overall. Since the clusters

of news documents may largely vary in size depending on the event, we computed

also the micro-average precision. Finally, we quantified the trade-off between750

precision and recall with the macro-average F-Score = 2 · P ·R
P+R

Table 9 shows the results on the clustering performance. As we can see,

dDTM-News has high value of micro-precision followed by k-means+time which

has slightly better macro-precision. Also, the recall achieved with dDTM-News

is higher and consequently the F-Score is better compared to the others.755

Table 10 reports a few examples of news documents for some of the event

clusters created by our approach. The documents are coherent and well rep-
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Table 10: Examples of news documents for some of the event clusters.

Event News Document

North Korea

Nuclear Missile

(c=4, w=16, e=9)

North Korea claims successful test of new midrange ballistic missile

North Korea missiles ‘a serious threat’ after new tests

Kim Jong-un says Musudan missile gives North Korea ability to attack US

Japan Earthquake

(c=9, w=6, e=16)

Magnitude 7.4 quake hits near Japan’s Kumamoto; tsunami advisory issued

Three dead, over 100 taken to hospitals after strong quakes hit Japan’s Kumamoto

Powerful back-to-back earthquakes in Japan kill at least 41

Muhammad Ali Death

(c=38, w=13, e=24)

Muhammad Ali dies aged 74. Ali is regarded as the greatest professional...

Muhammad Ali, the three-time heavyweight boxing champion, has died at 74

Boxing legend Muhammad Ali died of septic shock, family spokesman says...

Orlando Shooting

(c=86, w=14, e=20)

Police: 20 dead in act of terrorism at Orlando’s Pulse nightclub

Fifty people were massacred at a gay club in Florida, the worst shooting...

BREAKING: Orlando mayor says 48 of 49 Orlando victims have been identified

resentative of the events. Analyzing the data, we noticed that false positives

are mainly due to some minor events that were poorly represented by the word

co-occurrences. The low precisions achieved by k-means and hLDA are due to760

many false positives caused by documents which have similar words yet describe

different events (e.g., Japan earthquake vs. Japan tsunami’s 5th anniversary).

9.7. Timeliness Analysis

Our analysis on mining frequent temporal patterns was performed using

PrefixSpan [29]. Some of the patterns discovered with a minimum support765

threshold of 4 (minSup = 4) are reported in Table 11.

Table 11: Temporal patterns sorted by their frequency.

Rank Channels’ Patterns # Events

1. (reurss reutwt), (abcrss xintwt) 13

2. (cnnrss upirss) 12

3. (bbcrss), (nbcrss nbctwt) 11

4. (reutwt reurss) 10

5. (nbcrss nbctwt) 9

6. (bbcrss), (abcrss xintwt) 9

7. (abcrss abctwt), (upirss) 9

8. (abctwt cnnrss), (nbcrss nbctwt) 8

9. (cnnrss), (abcrss xintwt) 8

10. (reurss reutwt), (abctwt cnnrss) 8
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Figure 7: Streams’ ranking using time-distance and relative-position scores. Each plot is for

a different platform, and the channels are sorted by decreasing values of time-distance scores,

so that faster channels are on the left.

As we can see, Reuters (reu) frequently reported news before abc and the

Chinese channel (xin). Also, bbc and cnn preceded abc, nbc, and xin. Other

patterns show how the channels used the different platforms. For example, abc,

nbc, and reu published news on RSS platforms and Twitter mostly at the same770

time, while bbc favored the RSS platform. These patterns are confirmed by the

ranking of the channels (shown in Figure 7).

Concerning the timeliness in reporting the events, Figure 7 shows the streams

ranked with the scores described in Section 7.2. Although the two functions be-

have similarly, time distance is a better indicator of timeliness since the differ-775

ence between the first and second positions in the time-sorted list of streams is

significant only inspecting the time distance between the two publishing times-
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tamps. We observed that some channels, such as cbc and cnn, publish very

timely on their own website and then spread information using RSS feeds and

tweets with links to the official websites. Reuters timely reported the events in780

Twitter and was followed by cnn and xin. The bbc published RSS feeds and

news articles before the tweets. Finally, for alj and upi we registered similar

scores for all the platforms.

Since some of the events were not reported by all the streams, in Figure 8

we show the fraction of events reported by the newswires using the different785

platforms averaged over all the time slices. Most of the newswires (abc, cnn,

nbc, reu, and xin) reported all the events in Twitter, while bbc favored the news

articles and RSS feeds. Moreover, some channels (e.g., upi and xin) reported

most of the events using Twitter, but only some of them were also reported in

RSS feeds and news articles.790
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Figure 8: Fraction of events reported by different channels on different platforms averaged

over all the time slices.

10. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented our research on mining events from heterogeneous

news streams, tracking their evolution, and finding events that persist over

time. We also showed how to create event-based clusters of news documents

and how to use these clusters for cross-linking news streams that report on795
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the same events. We then analyzed the temporal publishing patterns of the

streams and ranked the news channels based on their timeliness in reporting

the events. We believe that the presented approaches could be of great value

for news analytics and for discovering newsworthy stories as well as for studying

and predicting the evolution of events over time. As future work, we plan to800

investigate the application of these results to the fields of fake-news detection

and trustworthiness of online sources of information.
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